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Abstract 
We review existing results on the asymptotic approximation of the coefficient of order n of 
a functionf(z) ~, when n and d grow large while staying roughly proportional Then we present 
extensions of these results to allow more general relationships between and d and to take into 
account a multiplicative factor O(z), that may itself include 'large' powers of simpler functions. 
A common feature of all the results of the paper is the use of a saddle point approximation; in 
particular we show that an approximate saddle point can give simpler results, and we 
characterize precisely how far from the exact value this approximate saddle point can be. 
1. Introduction 
Generating functions of the type dp(z)=f(z) d, where f is a given function with 
positive coefficients and d is a parameter that tends to infinity, appear in several 
problems of discrete probability theory, combinatorial enumeration, etc. These prob- 
lems often require an estimate of the nth coefficient of fa, which we denote by 
I-z"] {f(z)d}, for large n and d. 
For example, let X1 .... , Xn be d random variables, independent and with the same 
probability distribution defined by the generating function f(z). Their sum 
Sd=F~=I Xi has for generating function fa(z), whose coefficient of order n is the 
probability Pr(Sd=n). The average value of S~ is dr'(1), and its variance is also of 
order d. The situations where n=df'(1)+o(x/d ), n=o(d)  or d=o(n)  describe the 
behaviour of the sum respectively close to the mean (in a range where the central imit 
theorem applies), before or beyond the mean (in an area of large deviations). 
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Coefficients of the type [z"]{fn(z)} appear in asymptotic oding theory [11], 
in the evaluation of some parameters on forests of trees [18,23], in the evalu- 
ation of diagonal coefficients of some bivariate functions F(z,u), and in a class 
of asymptotic distributions related to urn models, that require computing the 
coeffÉcient [y"] { f (x, y) d} of a bivariate function: see [15,16] for a survey of 
results on urn models and [10, 8] for some applications to relational database theory. 
Related problems also appear in the evaluation of some trie parameters [6] or of the 
number of lattice points in a ball [17, 22], and in the analysis of a random walk on 
a hypercube [4]. 
This paper is intended as a survey of results on the asymptotic estimation of 
coefficients of the type [z"] {fa(z)}; it also presents and proves some as yet unpub- 
lished results. A preliminary version was presented in [9]. One of the major goals of 
this paper is to present he relevant results, old and new, in a unified and easy-to-use 
manner; thus Section 2 begins by introducing some notations and recalls the basis of 
the main technique (a saddle point approximation). Former results pertaining to the 
asymptotic approximation of [z"] {f(z)d}, for large n and d growing at a similar rate, 
are presented in Section 3. We then extend these results to allow for different growth 
rates for n and d. In Section 4, we allow for a multiplicative factor O(z) and study the 
coefficient [z"] { f(z) a ~k(z)}. In particular, we prove that this function ~O can itself be 
a 'large' power (~k =ga'), or product hereof, as long as its exponent dl does not grow 
too fast with respect o n and d. We indicate some applications, mostly related to urn 
models and Stirling numbers, in Section 5, and possible extensions of our work in 
Section 6. Finally we prove the new results of Sections 3 and 4 in Section 7. 
2. Notations and methods 
2.1. Notations 
We consider in this paper functions of one variable that have a power series 
expansion: f(z)= Zk >~Ofk z " We assume in the sequel that the function f satisfies the 
following property. 
Assumption al l .  The function f has real positive coefficients with fo ~ 0 and fl v ~ 0, and 
a strictly positive, possibly infinite, radius of convergence R. 
As a consequence, the coefficients of the function f are such that GCD{k: 
fk 4:0} = 1, and there exists no entire function g and no integer m~>2 such that 
f(z)=g(zr'); this fact will be used later on (in the proof of Lemma 3, Section 7.4). The 
condition on f0 simply means that whenf(z) has valuation p, we can factor out zP: If 
f(z)=zp(fo+flz+...), thenfd(z)=zdP(fo+flz+ ...)d. The restriction onf l  is a tech- 
nical one, which might be removed, but this implies more restrictive conditions on the 
relative growths of n and d than those given in some theorems of this paper. 
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To simplify the notations in the sequel, we define two operators on a function f: 
d 
Af(z)=Z~zzlogf(z)=z (z); 6f(z) = (z) - (z) + "zf(z)" 
These operators are related by: zaf(z)=(Af)'(z). When the coefficients of the function 
.fare real and positive, we can check that, for all real positive z smaller than the radius 
of convergence of.£ the value of af (z) is strictly positive and the function Af is increasing. 
The terms Af(z) and (if(z) have an interesting interpretation as the mean and variance 
of a probability distribution: Assume z is a fixed parameter, and define a random 
variable X by Proba(X = k)=fkzk/f(z). Then the average value of X is E[X] = Af(z), 
and its variance is crz(X)=zZaf(z). 
2.2. Coefficients of an analytic.function 
Before studying a functionfa(z), we first recall results valid for any analytic function 
with positive coefficients. Its coefficient of order n is given by Cauchy's formula, 
where the integration contour is a closed curve around the origin of the complex 
plane, inside the convergence domain: 
1 £ dz Dq 4~(z) = 2T~ ~4'(z)z.+ ,.
We immediately deduce from it an upper bound I[z"] ~b(z)l ~< (1/2~) ~ ]~b(z)z - " -  1 I dz. 
Integrating on a circle of radius p smaller than the radius of convergence of q5 gives 
I Dq  ~(z)l ~ q~(p)p-", (1) 
and the best (smallest) upper bound is obtained, when possible, for p such that 
p4o'(p)/O(p)=n. 
For example, let us assume that q~ is the generating function of a random variable 
X, of mean #, and let n =(1 + 6)/~. Then Pr(X = n)= [z"] ~b(Z) is bounded from above 
by c~(p)p-". Setting p=e '  and using the fact that qS(et)=E(e'X), we get 
E(e tx) 
Pr(X =(1 +6)#)  ~< e,(t +~)," 
This is Chernoffs bound, which often gives useful information on the probability that 
a random variable is at distance at least 1 + 6 of its mean. 
Now assume that the random variable X is itself obtained by summing d indepen- 
dent random variables with a common distribution: c~(z)=fa(z). Then we have that 
P r (X=n)  <~fa(p)p-,, and this bound is tightest for p such that pf'(p)/ f(p)=n/d. 1 
1The tail probability usually studied in probability theory is Pr(X ~> n) rather than Pr(X = n). However, 
these two probabilities are equivalent, as can be seen, for example, in Feller's [5, p. 192] treatise. 
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2.3. The saddle point approximation 
The upper bound (1) can be refined to give an approximation of [z"] ~b(z): Instead of 
bounding ~b on the integration circle, we look closely at the points that give the main 
contribution to the integral. This is the basis of the saddle point method (see for 
example [3] for a general presentation and [14, 24 Ch. 5, 25] for applications to the 
approximation of generating function coefficients). It turns out that, if we can choose 
for radius of the integration circle the point p defined by the equation pqS'(p)/~(p)= n, 
the main part of the integral often comes from the vicinity of p, which is a saddle point. 
Define h(z) = log qS(z)- (n + 1) log z; we get 
2~ ~)e = eh(P) + OtD'l= q~(P) 11 + 0(1)). [Z"] ~b(z)= h{Z~dz N / ~  (1 " "! pn + 1%/~"  
This approximation is known to hold for a large class of functions ck(z)=fd(z), when 
n/d belongs to an interval [a, b] (0 < a <b) and n, d---, + oo [2, 12, 13]. 
The application of the saddle point method to the asymptotic evaluation of 
coefficients of a function is closely related to Laplace's method for approximating an 
integral. Although this method is usually applied to integrals depending on one 
parameter, Fulks [7] and Pederson [21] have studied integrals depending on two 
parameters, that are in the same vein as the problem of evaluating [z"] { fa (z)}, where 
we have two parameters n and d. 
3. Asymptotic approximations of coefficients 
3.1. The case n constant 
We include this case for the sake of completeness, although it presents no real 
difficulty. If n is constant, the saddle point method does not work; however a direct 
analysis can give some information. For example, the following result simply means 
that the first coefficients off(z) n behave as those of (fo +f~ z) d. 
Theorem 1. If the function f has real positive coefficients, such that fo ~ 0 and fl ~ O, 
then, for d--* + oo and for any fixed n, 
[z"] { fn(z) } =(  ~ )fao-" f ]  (l + O(1/d)). 
Theorem 1 is proved by writing the desired coefficient as a sum of (a fixed number 
of) multinomial coefficients, which are themselves easily approximated. If we allow 
n to grow, both the number of terms in the sum and the terms themselves are 
unbounded, and this proof no longer holds. 
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3.2. A general formula when n=O(d) 
The problem of finding the asyumptotic value of [z"] { f (z)  a }, when n, d--+ + ~ and 
when n and d are roughly proportional, was studied for example by Daniels [2] and 
by Greene and Knuth [13], mostly for probability generating functions. As noted 
by Good [12], this result is actually valid for a larger class of functions, such as 
entire functions or functions defined on an open disk; moreover it can be improved 
to give further terms of an asymptotic development. We give below the main result 
[2, 12 p. 868]. 
Theorem 2. Let fbe  a function satisfying Assumption d l  of Section 2.1, and let R be its 
radius of convergence. Assume that n/d belongs to an interval [a, b], 0<a <b, and that 
n ,d~+ oc,. Define p and a 2 by A f (p )=n/d  and a2=p26f(p) .  I f  p<R,  then 
f(p)d (1 [z"] lf(z)a}--ap~2x/# ~ +o(1)). 
We can simplify Theorem 2 further if n/d has a finite, non-null, limit. 
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, ![there exist two real strictly positive 
constants k and m such that n = kd + m, then 
A d 
[z"] {f(z)a~ -Bp '~ x/~ (1 + 0(1)), 
.for suitable constants A =f  (Po)P o k and B = a x/27z, and with Po the solution (independent 
of n and d) of A f (z) = k. Note that a too is a constant: a2 = p2 ~$f (Po). I f  n = kd, i.e. m = O, 
then we have the simpler formula 
A n 
[z"] { f(z) d } = ~ (1 + o(1)). 
It is possible to get some information on the variation of the term A when the 
quotient n/ d is finite and bounded away from 0. Let A = A ( k ) with k = n / d. On a closed 
interval of]O, + oo[ including Af(1), A(k) is a unimodal function of k, first increasing 
then decreasing, with a maximum A ( Af  (1))=f (1). 
3.3. Function defined by an implicit equation 
A recent paper by Meir and Moon [18] deals with the approximation of the 
coefficient of z" in f (z)  a, when d,n~ +oc and d=O(n), and with f defined by an 
implicit equation: f ( z )= zc~(f(z)) and f(0)=0. This improves on a former result by 
Flajolet and Steyaert [23], which was proved for d=o(n), more precisely for 
d ~< v/n/log a(n). Meir and Moon give the following result. 
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Theorem 3. Let ¢ be a function satisfying Assumption d x of Section %1 and define 
a function f byf(z) = z~b (f(z)) andf(O) = O. Let d = ~zn + 2x/n + o(x/n), with ~z a constant 
such that 0<~ < 1 and (A¢) -1(1 -~)  exists, and with 2 a finite (positive or negative, 
possibly null) constant. Then, for n, d ~ + oo 
[ Z"] { f (z)d} = na ~2~n e- x2/2~2 pa-" c~ (p )"( l + °(1))' 
where p is defined by A~b(p)= 1-~ and a z by 
tr2 -- p 2 q~"(P) _~) - -  p2Ot~(p)" - + 
Meir and Moon actually prove in passing the following result: 
e -'i2/2~'2 ~b(p)a (1 
[ t " ]{¢( t )a}=-a~ ~ + o(1)), 
and their range of validity is for n = (1 -~)d  + 2x/d + o (x/d). For ~ > 0, this is basically 
an extension of Theorem 2 (to allow 2 ¢ 0) applied to n = kd + O (x/d) with a constant 
k= 1 -~ in ]0, 1[. Theorem 3 is then obtained by an application of the Lagrange 
inversion formula: 
[z"] {f(z)  a } =d[ t " -a ]  {q~(t)" }.
n 
When c~ =0 but 2 >0, Theorem 3 gives an approximation valid for d=2x/n(1 + o(1)), 
i.e. d 2 =22n(1 +o(1)). If ~=2=0,  the result holds for d=o(x/n ), i.e. d2=o(n). This 
means that Meir and Moon have results for d ~ an (when ~ :/: 0) or for d 2 = O(n) (when 
= 0). If 2 = 0 and ~ 4: 0, and if we havef (z)= zqg(z) with g(0) # 0, then either one of 
Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 can be applied indifferently to evaluate the coefficient 
[z"] {fa(z)} = [z "-qd] {ga(z)}, for d = ~n+ o(v/~ ). 
3.4. The case n=o(d)  
We study now the case where d and n both grow large, but n stays much smaller 
than d. Theorem 4 is an extension of Theorem 2 to the case n=o(d). 
Theorem 4. Let the function f satisfy Assumption s41 of Section 2.1 and let n = o(d), with 
n ,d~ + oo. Define p as the unique real positive solution of Af(z)=n/d. Then 
f (p )a  (1 +o(1)). [z"]{f(z) d}-p .  2x /~ 
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Theorem 4 is proved by integrating on a circle going through the saddle point p, which 
becomes o(1) for n = o(d). The singularities are beyond the integration contour as soon as 
n and d are large enough. The complete proof can be found in Section 7.6. below. 
Theorem 4 is closely related to a result of Odlyzko and Richmond [-20] that holds 
for the coefficient of z" in a class of powers of polynomialsf  a, whenf is  the generating 
function of a probability distribution with finite support, and for n and d such that, 
with q denoting the degree off, qd-n~ + :z:. Their paper thus covers the case n = o(d) 
and part of the case nO(d). 
If we have more information on the respective orders of growth of n and d, we can 
obtain a useful approximation of the saddle point p and give a more precise form of 
Theorem 4. The following corollary, for example, can be used when n=o(v/d) or 
n=old213). 
Corollary 2. f f f  satisfies Assumption agl of Section 2.1 and !1" n=o(x/3), with 
#l, d-+ + cry, then 
fdo (e f ld~ n +o(l)) J l~(Jld~ n 
2,,/77 \/on ) (1 n~ J .  \ fo (1-1-o(1)). 
If we only have the weaker condition =o(d213), then 
, f~ [efld~" [n 2(joj'2 l~  
[z"] {fd(z )~=- -  - -  exp (1 +o(1)). ,/c tio.) tdtS  2 )) 
Intuitively, Corollary 2 means that, when n=o(x/d), the first two coefficients of 
.fdetermine the main term in the asymptotic expression of the coefficients o f f  d. This 
result can be compared to the relevant one for an affine function (although an affine 
function does not satisfy Assumption a¢l): [z"]{(fo+flz) d} =~,1,jotd~cd-"c"'./l Stir ing's 
formula for the factorials gives an approximation equivalent o the first one of 
Corollary 2. When n increases with respect to d, the other coefficients are progressively 
introduced. As long as some relationship n t = o(d q) holds with l, q > 1, it is possible to 
get a result similar to Corollary 2. This requires a good approximation of the saddle 
point p, and might become quite involved according to which coefficients of fa re  null, 
but it would be possible to work it out for a given functionf However, if n = d/(log d) 
for example, we cannot find a relationship n~=o(d q) with l,q > 1 and we have to take 
all the coefficients o f f  into account. 
3.5. The case d=o(n) 
If the function f satisfies ome functional equation, the result of Meir and Moon 
presented in Section 3.3 can sometimes be applied. More generally, we can prove 
analogs of Theorems 2 and 4 for some classes of functions, using similar technics (see 
Section 7 for proofs). 
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Theorem 5. Let f be a function satisfying Assumption ~¢1 of Section 2.1 and 
such that f(z)=e Peg), where P(z)=y,o~j<~qPiZi is a polynomial of degree q>l  
with positive coefficients. Let n ,d~+~ in such a way that d=o(n) but 
(logn)3qn2q-3=o(d3tq-1)), and define p as the unique real positive solution of 
zP'(z)=n/d. Then 
edP(P) 
[z"] {e aetz)}--p. _/:~(lx/2rtn +o(1)). 
Theorem 5 holds when d=o(n) and n=o(dx/d), whatever the degree of P. 
However, we cannot easily adapt it to deal with the exponential of an entire function 
g(z): An important part of the proof relies on knowing the order of growth of the 
saddle point, which is defined by the equation Af(z) = n/d; this is possible when log f is 
a polynomial, but cannot be extended when we only know that log f is an entire 
function. 
If the function f is not entire, we have to take into account its singularities. For 
example, we can prove the following theorem for a meromorphic function with one 
single pole on its circle of convergence; this result holds as long as there exists some 
k > 1 such that n = O(dk). 
Theorem 6. Let f be a meromorphic function with positive coefficients, whose singularity 
of smallest modulus is a pole at 1 of order p: f(z)=g(z)/(1 - z )  p, where g is a function 
analytic for ]z[~< 1 and with positive coefficients. Assume that fl ~ 0, and define p by 
d f(p)=n/d. Then,/fd--o(n) and log(n/~)=o(dl/3), we have 
}-- ~ fa(P)(1 +o(1)). [z"]{fa(z)-~/~ np" 
4. Introducing a factor q/(z) 
We now allow for a multiplicative factor O(z) and study [z"] {fa(z)O(z)}. The 
function qJ may itself be defined in terms of d or of other parameters, as long as the 
following property is satisfied. 
Assumption J2~ 2 . The function ~ has positive coefficients, such that 0(0)~0, has 
a strictly positive radius of convergence, and either isfixed, or is afinite product of'not 
too large" powers of functions. In this case, it has the following form, where p is any fixed 
integer and the dj ~ + ~ : 
~k(z)= I-I gJ(z) a~ with dj=o d , 1 <~j<~p. (2) 
j= l  
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In the theorems of this section, we shall use the abbreviated notation 'd j~ + :f:' to 
mean /f the function ~b satisfying assumption ~2 is of the type (2), then dj~ + ~z [or 
j= 1 ..... p, in such a way that dj=o(d/x/n ).
Anticipating on the proofs of the theorems presented below, we can justify the 
condition (2) on ~ as follows. An extra factor qs(z) moves the saddle point away from 
the value Po obtained for fd; this does not matter as long as the new saddle point 
p stays close enough, within o(l /x/n ) of Po. The difference P-Po  is ®(po(Z~djd)), 
hence the condition (2). 
We now present heorems which extend the former ones to allow an extra factor qJ. 
In the case where the function ~ has no extra parameters d r, these theorems can be 
derived from the corresponding theorems of Section 3 by a result of Odlyzko, who 
gives upper and lower bounds for weighted sums of coefficients [19]. Theorem 7 is an 
obvious extension of Theorem 1, whose proof is left to the reader. 
Theorem 7. I f  f is a function with positive coefficients such that Jo ~ 0 and J~ ~ O, and (f 
the.function ~ satisfies Assumption d2,  then for n constant and d, dj--* + ~-~ 
[z"]{.fa(z)q;(z)}=(dn)fd-"f]~O(O)(l +O(l +x/d)). 
When n and d have the same growth rate, we can prove the following result, which 
was given in [11] for a function ~ satisfying the first part of Assumption d2 ,  but not 
of the type (2). The proof of the present version is given in Section 7.11. 
Theorem 8. Let f satisfy Assumption d ~ of Section 2.1, and let ~ be a function satisfying 
Assumption ~c~l 2 of Section 4. Assume that the equation Af(z)= n/d has a real positive 
solution p smaller than the radii of convergence o]'J'and of ~9. Then,for n, d, dj~ + .~ and 
n=®(d),  
[z"] {fd(z)~(z)} -- f(p)a~(p) p.+ ,x/2~d,~f(p)(l +o(1)). 
The case n = o(d) is settled by the following theorem, whose proof can be found in 
Section 7.12. 
Theorem 9. Let f and t~ satisfy respectively Assumptions da and ~2 and let n=o(d), 
with n, d, dr--* + ~.  Define p as the unique real positive solution of Af(p) = n/d. Then 
[z"] {f(z)d~b(Z)} f(P)e~b(P)(1 +O(1)) 
p, 2X/~  
If some relationship nl=o(d q) holds, then we have the analog of Corollary 2. 
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Corollary 3. I f f  satisfies Assumptions d l  of Section 2.1,/fO satisfies d2  but with the 
stronger conditions dj = o(d/n), and if n = o(x/d), 
d d " 
I f  we only have n=o(dEla), and dj=o(d/n), then 
cd le  c d \ .  
. o  , ,  exptTtg_ )<,+oi t  ' 
5. Some combinatorial applications 
An easy check of our formulae is provided by the function f (z )=e ~. The saddle 
point is p=n/d; for d and n going to infinity in such a way that n=o(d)  and from 
Theorem 2, or for d= ®(n)--* + oo and from Theorem 4, we get 
e"d" 
[z"]{edZ}=d"/n! n, 2x~( l+o( l ) ) ,  
which is simply Stirling's formula for n!. 
One of the basic constructions for obtaining combinatorial structures is to take 
a sequence of simpler objects. Let f(z) be the generating function enumerating these 
objects according to their size; the generating function enumerating the sequences of 
d basic objects, according to their global size, is f(z) n, and the coefficient [zn] {f(z) a } 
eumerates the number of sequences of d basic objects of size n. 
The same approach can also be used to analyse the abelian partitional com- 
plex, whose bivariate generating function has the form exp(xf(y)). However, we 
usually do not count the structures of size 0 and we have f (0 )=0 and n ~> d. Let 
v be the valuation o f f  and define f(y)=yVg(y) with 9(0)¢0; we have that 
[z"] {fn(z)} = [z "-dv] {gd(z)}. The results presented in Section 3 can now be applied 
to evaluate the number of composed objects of size n ~> d which are a sequence of 
d simpler objects. 
Classical examples are the Stirling numbers of the first and the second type. Stirling 
numbers of the first type enumerate, among other things, the number of permutations 
of n objects with k cycles. Their exponential generating function is }~.,k S.,kxRy"/n! = 
exp (x log (1/(1 -- y))); hence 
n! 1 log 1 n>~ ° y" Sn,k=~..[yn-k]{f(y) k} with f (y )=y  1--y ~ n+l  
For example, we can get an asymptotic equivalent for n = k + o(k), or equivalently 
k=n-o(n) ,  but still n-k~+oo.  The saddle point p is approximately 2(n-k) /k  
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and Corollary 2 gives, for n=k+o(~/~), 
s , ,k -k !~\Z(n_k)  j (1 +o(1)), 
i.e., using Stirling's approximation for (n-k)! backwards, 
S,,k=(~)(k/2)"-k(l+o(1)). 
Let S,.k be a Stirling number of second type, enumerating for example the number 
of partitions of n objects into k blocks. These numbers have for exponential generating 
function ~,.kS,,kX k y"/n! =exp(x(e y -  1)), hence 
n! e y -  1 ~, ,  v" 
S.,k=~.[y"-k]{f(y) k} with J (y )= Y (n+-l)!" 
For n=k+o(~/k) and n-k~ + ~, Corollary 2 applied tof(y)  gives 
S".k-k!\ /2rt(n_k)\2(n_k) j (l+°(1))=~k)(k/2) k(1 +O(1)). 
This asymptotic expression, which is also given for example in [1, p. 825], is the same 
as the one for the Stifling numbers of the first type. From Corollary 2, onlyfo and/] 
are important if n -k=o(~/k) .  However, if the difference n-k  is of order at least 
~/k, the next coefficients become important. For example, if n-k~ + ~ with only 
n-k  = o(k el3), then the second part of Corollary 2 shows that the Stirling numbers of 
the first and second type have a different behaviour: 
S.,k=(~)(k/2)"-ke-("-k)2/6k(1 + 0(1)). 
Stirling numbers of the second type also appear in a classical occupancy problem of 
discrete probability theory: We throw n balls into k urns randomly and independently; 
what is the number of urns with at least one ball? Let N.,d be the number of ways of 
assigning the n balls to exactly d urns. If the balls are undistinguishable and if the urns 
have unbounded capacity, the associated generating function is [15] 
n 
• (x, y)=~-~ N.,dxaYI'=(1 +x(e'-- 1)) k. 
n,d  
Letf(y) = (e y -  1)/y; we have N.,a = n! (~)[y"-d] { f(y)d }, which can be expressed using 
Stirling numbers of the second type: N.,d = d! (]) S., a. 
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6. Possible extensions 
In this paper, we have recalled former results, or presented new results, on the 
asymptotic approximation of coefficients of the type [-z"] {fd(z)}, with applications, 
and on the asymptotic approximation of the coefficient I-z"] { fa(z)~b(z)}; examples of 
applications using such coefficients can be found in [11]. Possible extensions include: 
• Allowing the second coefficient of f to be null: f l  = 0. This corresponds to a function 
f ( z )= 1 +f2 z2+ "''. Preliminary studies indicate that such an extension consider- 
ably restricts the respective ranges of n and d. 
• Allowing d= o(n) for more general functions than those considered in Section 3.5. 
Here again we may have to introduce further growth restrictions on n and d, 
depending on the singularities of the function f(z); we may also have to use 
a technique more adapted to the nature of the singularities than the saddle point 
method. 
• Removing the restriction that ~ has positive coefficients. This does not seem to pose 
any real difficulty, as opposed to the fact that the similar condition on f is  essential. 
• Obtaining further terms of an asymptotic expansion. This is similar to the extension 
of the results of Daniels [-2] by Good [-12], and should not introduce major 
difficulties. 
7. Proofs of theorems 
7.1. Intermediate results 
We begin by stating a succession of intermediate r sults, from which we shall derive 
our theorems. We assume in all the lemmas and propositions below that n, d~ + ~,  
although their respective rates may vary. 
Lemma 1. Let f be a function satisfying Assumption dx  of Section 2.1. Then the 
equation Af(z)=(n+ 1)/d has at most one real positive solution. Furthermore, when 
n = o(d) this solution is asymptotically equal to fo(n + 1)/(fl d)(1 + O(n/d)). 
Proof of Lemma 1. It suffices to check that Af(O)=O and that the function Af(z) is 
continuous and increasing for z~[0 ,+~[ ;  this holds as soon as the function f has 
positive coefficients. When we assume that n=o(d), the solution of the equation 
Af(z) = (n + 1)/d always exists and becomes maller than any fixed number; solving the 
approximate equation obtained by substituting its Taylor expansion ear the origin 
for Af(z) gives an approximation of the solution, which could be improved into an 
asymptotic expansion if desired. [] 
Lemma 2. Let p be a strictly positive number, and assume that h(z) is a function defined 
and analytic in an open set including the closed disk {[z[ ~< p}, such that h'(p)=O and 
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h"(p) is strictly positive. Assume also that there exists ~o > 0 such that h(pe i°) has 
a Taylor expansion in terms of 0 for 10] ~< c%: 
2 
h(pe i°) = h(p)+ P-~2h"(p)(e i ° -  1) 2 + O(p3(e i° -  1) 3 il h'" l] ). 
Let ~1 =inf(~o, 0.9); then, for all ~ in ]0,~l[  
f eh(P )1 ehlpe,o)d(peiO) = 1 -t-O(x~h-'7ip)g2pe P2z~2h"P /4 I 
2irt ol ,< ~ ~ ( 
+O([ Ih .... []p3~3)+O(e-P~h"O):4)) • 
We defer the proof of Lemma 2 until Section 7.3. (Lemma 2 is closely related to 
Lemma B of [-8], which is given for a function with two parameters). 
Lemma 3. Let f be a function satisfying Assumption ~/1 of Section 2.1. Let p be a real 
positive number strictly smaller than the radius of convergence of f Define 
h(z )=dlogf (z ) - (n+ 1)logz and Cp=Joflp/(4f(p)(fo+flp) ). We have that 
f~ eh~pe%d(pei°)=O(P eh(p)e-c/l~2)" 
~<1o1~<~ 
Lemma 3 is proved in Section 7.4. 
Proposition 1. Under the notations and Assumption xgl of Section 2.1, define the 
Junction h by h(z )=dlogf (z ) - (n+ l ) logz, and let n,d--* + 00 in such a way that the 
equation A f (z)=(n+ 1)/d has a real positive solution p. Assume that f is analytic in 
a domain including the closed disk of radius p. Then there exists ~l > 0 such that,jbr any 
~]0, :q  [ and for Cp=fofxp/(4f(p)(JO+Jlp)), we have that 
[z"]{f(z)a} = f(p)a ( l+O(] lh '" l [P  3~3) 
p. +' x/2rtd, af (p) 
+O( h~)~2pe-p2~2h"(Pk '4) 
+ O(e -P2~2 h"lPl"4) + O (px /~p)e -  cA~2 )). 
Proposition 1 is proved in Section 7.2. 
Proposition 2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, let us choose Jbr saddle point an 
approximate value p=po(1 +q), where Po is the exact saddle point defined by the 
equation A f(z) = (n + 1)/d. Define fl(z) = dZ/dz 2 (logf(z)) and II fl II = max { fl (z) }.for z be- 
tween Po and p. Then we can substitute p Jor Po in Proposition 1, as long as '1 satisfies 
nq2=o(1) and d[lflllp2rlZ=o(1). 
The proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Section 7.5. 
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Proposition 3. We require Assumptions d l  and ,3~ 2 of Sections 2.1 and 4. Define the 
function h by h(z)=dlogf(z)-(n+l) logz+log~(z).  For a suitable ~t>0, for p 
defined by Af(p)+ A~(p)/d=(n+ 1)/d, and for co=foAp/(af(pMo+A p)), 
[z"] f(z)a~b(z)}= f(P)aqI(P) 
pn+ l ~ - - (1  + O(11 h'" II p3~3) 
+ 0 (c~Zp~/~p)e -P2~2h"(P)/4) 
+ O(e-p2~2h"(P)/4) + O(p ~e-Cod~2) ) .  
Proposition 3 is proved in Section 7.4. As before, we can often use a simpler saddle 
point (see Section 7.10 for the proof of Proposition 4). 
Proposition 4. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3, let us choose for saddle 
point an approximate value p=po(1 +q), where Po is the exact saddle point defined 
by the equation Af(z)+A~(z)/d=(n+l)/d. Define fl(z)=d2/dz2(logf(z)) and 
flj(z)=d2/dz2(loggj(z)) for 1 <~j <~p. Then we can substitute p for Po in Proposition 3, as 
long as t 1 satisfies 
nq2--o(1); dfl(po)p2tl2=o(1); djflj(po)p2q2=o(1) (l~<j~<p). 
7.2. Proof of Proposition 1 
The proof of Proposition 1is very similar to that of Theorem 2 given for example in 
1-2]. However, Theorem 2 is valid for n and d proportional; we want to extend this 
when n and d both grow large, but are not required to be asymptotically proportional. 
Although the main term is the same, we need more precisions in the error terms, which 
we have to give in extenso. 
Let In, d= [Z n] {fd(z)}; from Cauchy's formula, we have that In, d= 
(1/2irc)~fd(z)z -"- ldz,  where the integration contour is a simple curve around the 
origin. We shall integrate on a circle, whose radius is a saddle point. Define the 
function 
h (z) = d log f (z ) -  (n + 1) log z. 
The equation giving the saddle point is h'(z)=0; we rewrite it as 
n+l  
Af(z) =-~-  (3) 
From Lemma 1, this equation has a unique real positive solution p. The condition on 
the domain where f is analytic ensures that we can integrate f on the circle z =pe i°. 
Hence we choose for integration contour a circle of radius p and center the origin: 
1 fo eh(pe'°td(pei°)" ln'd=~l~ e[--rt, +rt] 
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Let ~]0 ,  n[, to be precised later on. We divide the integral in two parts: 
I,.d=la +lz, with 
ll=~--~fO,<~ ehIpei°'d(pei°), 
1 f~ eh(pe,O)d(peiO) 
I 2=2~ ~<10l~<r t 
We shall compute an approximation of Ix using Lemma 2, and show by Lemma 3 that 
I2 can be neglected. We can write a Taylor expansion of h(pe i°) for 0 close to 0: there 
exists some ~o such that, for 101 ~< ~o, 
2 
h(pei°) = h(p)+ph'(p)(e i°- 1)+2h"(p)(ei°- 1) 2 +O(p3(e  i0 -  1) 3 !1 h'" I1 ). 
By definition of p, h ' (p )= 0. Now the second derivative of h is 
h"(z)=d {f''(z)l f '2(z) '~ n+ 1 
tS(z) 
For p such that pf'(p)lf(p)=(n+ 1)/d, we have that 
h"(p)=d f,Z(p) F =d6f(p). 
fE(p) 
Hence h"(p) is strictly positive and we can apply Lemma 2 to h(z); we get 
eh(o) 
I x = ~ ( 1  +0(  II h'" II p3~3) 
+ O( h~)~ 2 pe -P2~Zh"(;)14)"-1- O (e p2x2h"(P)/4)), (4) 
where the main term can also be written as f(p)d/(p "+ l x/2rth"(p)). 
We are now interested in the remaining term I2=(1/2irt)~<~lol<~eh(Z)dz, for 
z = pe w. From Lemma 3, we have that 
f~<~ e htpe~°) d (pe i°) = O (peh(P)e-Co&2 ). 
101 ~< 
Hence 
e h(p) foA p = .O(px /~p)e  -c"d~2) with Cp= (5) 12 ~ 4f(p)(fo+fxp)" 
Eqs. (4) and (5) can now be used to get a global evaluation of l.,d, valid for any :~ ~< ~1 : 
eh(") h'" II p3 I n ,d=~(1  +O( H ~3)+O( h~77~)o~2P e-p2~2h''(p)'4) 
+ 0 (e -p2~zh''(pl/4) + O(px/~p)e - c/~2)). 
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7.3. Proof of Lemma 2 
The function h(pei°), considered as a function of O, has a Taylor expansion, around 
0, for 10l ~ ~o; we can assume without loss of generality that c~ o< n/2. By definition of 
p, h'(p) is null and we have for z=pe i° and 101 ~o,  
h(z)=h(p)+½(z-p)2h"(P)+O( II h" II ( z -  p)3). 
The error term depends on the value of h'" at some point between z and p. 
The integral I~=(1/2irOSlol<~,ehlpee)d(pe i°) can be expressed as an integral on 
7={z=Pe iO, 101 ~}:  
if, 11 = ~1~ eh~) dz 






, e hip) r 
11 =~ln J~ e(l/2)(z-P)%"(Pt dz, 
e h(°) r 
I "  - -  - -  / e(U2)tz -P)2h"(P) (eO(  I[ h'" l[ ( z -P )  a) _ l )  dz .  
The integral S~e(1/Zt(z-P)%"(P)dz can  be approximated by a gaussian integral whose 
value is known. One way to do this consists in substituting the path Yl uY2 Wy' I  to the 




and y2={z=p+ipt} for It[ ~< sin~. We then show that the integrals on Yx and 7'a give 
only error terms, and that the main part of I1 comes from the integral on 72. On 7a, 
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z=p( l  -u ) - ips inc¢  and dz= -pdu, which gives 
e (z-pl2h''(p)'2 dz = p ep2(u+is n :~)2h"(p)'2 du 
1 
The modulus of the right part of Eq. (6) can be bounded by 
P e-p2h''lpl(sinzT)'2 f~-cos~ ep2h''(p)u2''2 d11. 
Now 
~6) 
f ]  . . . .  e p2h''tp)u2/2 du  ~)e p2h'tpI(I -cos  ~1%2 O(~2ep2h'(p~(1 - cos ~12,2 ~< cos  
This gives an upper bound on the integral on 71: 
~l el-- p %"(p)..e dz = O (p0¢ 2 e p2t(1 -cos  ~)2 _ sin 2 ~)h"(p).'2 ), 
Now (1 -cos~)2-s in2~=-cd+O( :¢4) ,  and we have an upper bound 
(1-coscc)Z-sinEc¢~<-cc2/2 for c¢~<0.9. Then the integral on 71 becomes 
O(pot2e -0%''tp)~2/4) as soon as ~ < 71 with :q=inf(c%, 0.9). The integral on y'~ is 
computed in a similar way and gives the same bound. 
We now compute the integral on 71: 
f ,  etZPl%"tP)"2dz=iPf2 tl ~< sin ~ e-p~h"OIt2/?dt" 
A change of variable v = p x/h"(p) t gives 
f e,,__pt2h.,(pi/2dz_~f -v2/2 - -  e d r , ,  
2 v] <~ pxfh;'lp) sin :~ 
which can be extended to a gaussian integral as soon as p,/h"(p)sin c¢--, + oc.. We also 
use the fact that sin2 c¢ > ~z/2 for c¢ ~< 1, and thus for [c¢] ~< el, to simplify the error term 
O(e-pEh"(plsin2~/2), which comes from extending the integral to the real axis, into 
O(e -P~h"lo)~/4): 
f ' e_L,~/2dv x//~g +O(e-p%'lo)~,'4) [vl~<p h~)s in :~ 
Summing up, we get, for any c~ ~ ~,  
e ~-p)'h''Ip~/2 dz = i (1 + O(e -P~h"IP~"4) 
J Y  
+ O(p~2 h~7(p)e  - P~h"~P~:4)). 
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To complete the proof of Lemma 2, we now have to show that the term 
(, 
I~ - | e(1/2)(~-P?h"(P)(e °(11 h'" II(z-p)~)_ 1) dz 
--dT[ 
gives a negligible contribution to the integral 11 But 
[ I ~[ ~ f~ e (l/2)h''(p)'~ {(z-p)2} [ eO ( II h'" II(:-p)~)_ 1 "] dz[ 
=O(llh'" I[p3c¢3) f e(1/2)h"(P)~{(z-P)~Ildzl. 
,d?, 
The computation of this last integral closely follows that of the integral 
S~ e(l/z)h''(p)(z-p)2 dz, and we get that I'~ = I'1 0 ( 11 h" I1 P 3 c¢ 3), which ends the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
7.4. Proof of  Lemma 3 
We are interested here in getting an approximation for the integral 
lz=(1/2irOSeh(Z)dz, when z=pe i° and c~<[0[~<~, and with h(z )=d logf (z ) -  
(n+ 1)logz. From the definition of h, we have that 
h (pe i° ) = h(p) + d(logf(pe i°) - logf  (p)) - (n + 1)i0, 
which shows that 
en(°) f~ _,.o(f(oei°'] d pe dO I z=~-  u ~<t01~<~ \ -~- - j -  ] 
and that 
e h(°) l" f(pelO) d 
[I21 ~<- -P  ! dO. (7) 
2rt J~<101.<~ f ~  
Our problem is now to get an upper bound of f (pe i°) valid on the set {~ ~< [0[ ~< r~}. 
From Assumption d i of Section 2.1 (the function f has positive coefficients; hence the 
GCD of its coefficients i equal to 1), we deduce that [f(pei°)[ attains its modulus f(p) 
on the axis and nowhere lse. More precisely, we can show that there exists a strictly 
positive factor C, independent of ~, such that we have for all 0 satisftying c~ ~<[0[ ~< rt: 
[f(pei°)[ ~<f(p)(1-Cod). However, C depends on the radius p, so we shall denote 
it by Cp. 
To get an expression of Cp, we use the assumption f l  -¢: 0, again coming from Jz¢l. 
Let f ( z )= ~k >10fk Zk, where the j~ are real and positive; we have that 
If(pei°)l= ~k fkpkeikO <~ lfo+flpei°}+ k~2fkpkeikO . 
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The term [~k >~2fkpkeikO[ is bounded by ~k>~zfkp , which is equal tof(p)-(fo+j]p).  
This shows that 
[ f (pei°)l ~ [fo -t--fl pei°] + f (p)_ ( fo +.[1 P ). 
We next get an upper bound on [J'o+flpei°l: 
Ifo+flpei°lZ=(Jo+flp)2(1 -co(1 - cos 0)), 
with %=2Joj'lp/(fo+flp) z. The term c o has an upper bound valid for all real 
p, but may become close to 0 when p itself is close to 0. Moreover,  
1 - c o (1 - cos 0) ~< (1 - cos 7) for ~ ~< J01 ~< n. We deduce that 
[fo +jl Pew[ <~ (fo +fi P)" x/1 -%(1 - cos  :¢). 
Using the inequalities 1 -cos~ ~> :d/4 for ~ close to 0 and ,/1 -y  ~< 1 -y/2 for all y, we 
get 
0~~ O~ 2
x / i - -%(1  --cos ~) ~< ~< 1 --co ~-.  
Returning to f, we have that 
0( 2 
If(pei°)l <~f(p)-(fo+Jlp)co y ,  
i.e. 
foflp cd. 
4(f0 +f l  P) 
[f(pei°)[ <~f(p) 
This yields finally 
f(P ei°) Jofl P o~ 2
~-  <~ 1 4f(p)(fo+fap ) . 
Plugging this inequality into Eq. (7), and using the fact that 1-x  ~< e -x, we get 
e h(°) fofl P 
1121 ~< _ _  O(px~h;;ip)e -c"d~) with Cp= (8) 
4f(p)(fo+flp)" 
Lemma 3 is used to show that the greatest part of the integral equal to l.,a is 
negligible, mostly when n = o(d). In this case, p--*0 and Cp is equivalent o i l  p/(4fo). 
When n is of order at least d, the saddle point p is bounded from below by a strictly 
positive constant and may go to infinity, and the term Cp may become too small for 
the upper bound obtained by Lemma 3 to be of interest. However, a direct study often 
gives a useful upper bound, as we shall see in Sections 7.7 and 7.8. 
7.5. Proo[ of Proposition 2 
Define Po as the (exact) solut ion of h ' tz )=0,  and let p =po(1 + q), with r/= o(1). How 
large can q be, for the approximation of Proposit ion 1 still to be valid (i.e, not change 
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the main term of the asymptotic expression)? In other words, what is the error when 
we substitute p for Po in the main termf(po)d/(p~+~x/2nh"(po))? 
We first apply Proposition 1 to obtain an approximate value using the exact saddle 
point Po: 
[z"] {f(z) a} = f(P°)a (1 +error terms). 
p~+' ,J2~d6/~po) 
Then we substitute p=po( l+q)  in the main term and evaluate the error thus 
introduced: We have that p"+ 1 =p~+ xe(,+~),+ot,,2)" Define f l ( z )=( f " / f - f '2 / f2 ) (z )= 
d2/dz2(logf(z)) and rlfllF as its maximum value for z between p and Po: 
f(p)a=f(po)aednAftP°)+O(dll~ll"~P~) Recall that Af(po)=(n+l) /d;  we also have 
h"(p)=h"(po)(1 +0(1)). Then 
f(p)a f(P°)a (1 + O(d ]1/~ ][P~rl2)+ O(nrl 2) + 0(1)). (9) 
If the substitution of Po for p is to hold, all the error terms we have just introduced 
must be 0(1): 
dll/31lrl2p2=o(1) and nr/2=o(1). (10) 
7.6. Proof of Theorem 4 
We are now able to prove Theorem 4, which holds when n, do  + ~ in such a way 
that n = o(d). Proposition 2 allows us to use in Proposition 1 an approximate saddle 
point p, defined as the real positive solution of the equation Af(z) = n/d, instead of the 
exact saddle point. By Assumption a l l ,  f l  # 0 and the solution p of the equation 
Af(z) = n/d has for approximate value 
fon{. 
This solution differs from the exact saddle point Po, defined by Af(z)=(n+l) /d,  
by a factor r/=O(1/n). As n=o(d),  we can easily see that fl(z)=d2/dz2(logf(z)) 
is O(1) for z=o(1)  and that dHfli[q2p~=o(m/2). We finally get that we can use 
p instead of Po if nq 2 = 0(1), which holds here. Thus we can substitute p = Po (1 + q) for 
the exact saddle point Po in Proposition 1 and get the same approximation of 
[z"] {f(z)a}. 
To derive Theorem 4 from Proposition 1, we now need to know the order of growth 
of h"(p) and of h"(p). As 
z 2 h" (z) = z 2 d'~-~,~ - dAf(z) 2 + n + 1, 
J~Z~ 
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and as, by definition of p, Af(p)= n/d, we have that 
~' H 1 p2h"(P)- j~  
Now p2df"(p)/f(p)=O(p2d)=O(n2/d), and 
Hence p2h"(p) is of order exactly n. We next study h'" around p: 
h'"(z)=d(f'/f)"(z)-2(n+ 1)/z 3 = -2(n+ 1)/z 3 +O(d). This shows that p3 II h" II = 
®(n) and that II h'" II p3 is again of order exactly n. We use this information to simplify 
the error terms of Proposition 1: 
• We have that O(llh'"ll p3~3)=O(n~3). 
• The term O(e -p2~2h''tp)/4) is O(e -an~2) for some constant a>0.  
• The term O(~/h"(p)~2pe - 2~h''(pJ/4) simplifies i n to  O(0~2~/ne-a"~2).  
• The expression Cp=fofxp/(4f(p)( fo+f lp))  has for approximate value 
flp/(4fo)(1 +o(1))=n/(4d)(1 +o(1)) and the term O(p~/h"(p)e -cA~2) is 
O(~/ne -a"'2) (we can choose the constant a so that it is the same in all the 
exponential error terms). 
• As e -a"~=o(~/ne  -~"~) and ~2~/ne-~"~=o(~/ne-~"~),  the dominant erm of the 
last three error terms in Proposition 1 is O(~/ne-~"'~). 
Summing up all these simplifications, we finally get 
eh(P) 
l , , a=~(1  + O(n~3) + O(x//ne-""~)). (l 1) 
Now we choose ~ such that  n~3--*0 and an~2-(1/2)logn-~+~. If we take for 
example ~=log n/~/n, the error terms in the formula (11) are 0(1). We then use the 
relations eh~:)=fd(z)/z "+l and p2h"(p)=n(1 +0(1)) to get the final formula: 
fa(p) (1 [z"]{fd(z)}=p,x//~ ~ t O(1)). 
7.7. Proof of Theorem 5
We study here the case where f(z)=e P~z), where P(z) is a polynomial of degree 
q with positive coefficients; we shall write P(z)= Z~= oPJ z j" The coefficient Pl is null if 
and only if the coefficient fa = [z] {f} is itself null; thus the condition d l  onf impl ies 
that Pl 4: 0. We assume in this part that n, d~ + ~ in such a way that d = o(n). 
The saddle point p is defined by the equation zP'(z) = (n + 1)/d. When n/d ~ + ~, it 
is easy to see that p~ + ~.  An approximate value is obtained by keeping only the 
leading term in zP'(z). This gives the equation qpqzq(1 +O(1/z))=(n + 1)/d; hence the 
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saddle point can be written as 
. 
=\  q~dqd J \ nl/" J J" 
Our next step is an evaluation of the order of growth of the second and 
third derivatives of h(z)=dP(z) - (n+l ) logz  at point p. We have that 
zZh"(z)=dzZP"(z)+n+ 1, hence 
pZh"(p)=dq(q-1)pqpq+O(dpq-1)+n+ 1 
=q(n+ 1)+O(dp q-~) 
dl/q 
Hence p2h"(p) is of order exactly n. A similar computation shows that pah'"(p) is also 
of order n. 
Proposition 1, as given above, holds for a very limited range of n and d, but we can 
adapt its proof and adjust he error term from Lemma 3 containing Co. The outline of 
the proof is the same: We split I . ,n=[z"]  {fa(z)} in two integrals Ix and I2, with I~ 
representing the integral close to the saddle point and I2 the rest of the integral. Then 
Lemma 2 gives an evaluation of I~ and we just have to modify the part dealing with I2 
(the value C o given by Lemma 3 is here exponentially small and would give no useful 
bound). This requires the computation of an upper bound on the modulus of 
(1/2ix)~exp(h(z)) dz, where the integral path is for z=pe i° with ~ ~ IO[ ~< x: 
I 1 f dz 
2 =~.. Jz  f(z)a z" +~ 21~ =peiO,~<~lO[<~x 
and 
,<f(p)a f f(peiO) adO . 
]I21 
"~" 2rcp. j~ ~<1Ol ~<~ 
Now 
I f(pei°)[ = l e l~(pe°)- P(P) I = e ~ { e(Pe'°)- P(P)}. 
f(P) 
But ~ {P(pei°)-P(p)} =~l <~j<~qpjpJ(cosjO-- 1)~< --pxp(1 --cos 0). As we assume in 
Theorem 5 that the coefficient p~ is non-null, we have a bound on the modulus of 
f(pei°)/f(p), for a suitable strictly positive constant a: 
If(pei°)[ <~ e -ap'2 for c~<[0[ ~<Tt. 
f(P) 
Hence 
e h(p) 2 
1121~< ~ e  -"ap~ O(./~n). 
x /2xh , , (p  ) v 
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The saddle point approximation coming from this bound and from Lemma 2 then 
gives error terms 
O(c~2 px /~e -P2z~Zh"/ '4)-~ - O( II h'" II P3 ~3) + O(e-P2*2h"/4) + O (x/ne - ado~2). 
Adjusting the constant a if necessary, we can simplify these terms into 
o 2,f  O(n 3)+ O(e O(v4e-°d   n'd; 
Now if the last term is o(1), then daZ(n/d)a/q~ +o c; for d=o(n)  this implies that 
na2--* + cc and that the first and the third error terms are o(1). Thus the conditions 
required for the error terms to be o(1) are that n~ 3 ~0 and that d~ z (n/d) ~/q be of order 
at least log n (we can then multiply ~ by a constant in such a way that 
ad~Z(n/d) 1/q ~>logn, thus ensuring that the last term of the error is smaller than 
x/ne--log,= 1/x/n)" For both these conditions to hold, n must not grow too fast with 
respect o d. We find that n and d must satisfy 
(log rt) 3q " 2q - 3 : o(d 3 (q- 1) ) .  
This condition holds, for example, as soon as n:O(d(aq-a-~)/(2q-3~), for any e>0.  
More precisely, a value for ~ such that the error terms are o(1) is 
= (log rt) 1/4 r/ -  1/6 - 1/4qd(1 -q)/4q. 
We now check that we can substitute an approximate saddle point for the exact 
value po=(Z~f)-l((n+ 1)/d) we have been using. To use Proposition 2, we have to 
know the order of growth of fl = ( f " / f ) - ( f , / f )2  evaluated around the point P0. For 
f - -e  P we have that fl(z)=P"(z), and fl(Po) is of order exactly p~-2 .  NOW P"(z) is 
a polynomial with positive coefficients and its maximum near Po is of the same order 
as P"(Po). Hence the condition d II/~[I P2r/2----O(l) simplifies into rtr/2 :O(1) .  The other 
condition derived from Proposit ion 2 also reduces to nr/2 : o( l ) .  To sum up, the saddle 
point approximation still holds whenever we choose a saddle point p = p0(1 + t/) such 
that q=o(1/x/n). Choosing the solution of df(z)=n/d moves it away from Po by 
t/= O(1/n)--  o(1/x/n), so it obviously works. 
7.8. Proof of Theorem 6 
This concerns the case where f is meromorphic, with a unique singularity on its 
circle of convergence, and where d= o(n) with n, d--* + ~.  We can normal izefso  that 
its pole closest to the origin is 1; let p be its order. Then we can write 
f(z) =g(z)/(1 -z)P, with g a function analytic for [z] ~< 1. The saddle point is defined by 
the equation 
pz n+ 1 
Ag(z)+ = 
1 -z  d 
When z~l  in such a way that ]z] ~< 1, Ag(z) is bounded and pz/(1 -z)--* + at. Hence, 
for n/d~ + vo, the saddle point is close to 1. More precisely, we have that 
p=l  -pd  ( d2 ) 
n+l  +O ~ " 
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Now h(z) = d logf (z ) - (n  + 1)log z = d log g(z) -  pdlog (1 - z ) - (n  + 1) log z and 
h'iz)=d ~ ( z )+ _ ~ z2 . 
For z close to 1, the main contribution comes from the second term of h". Then 
h"(p)= n2/(pd)(1 + o(1)); hence h"(p) is strictly positive. We can similarly prove that 
h'"(p)=O(n3/d2). We then follow the proof of Proposition 1; Lemma 2 applies 
without modification. However, we do not use Lemma 3 (which is proved without 
assumptions on the function f, but is mainly intended for a saddle point of sufficiently 
small modulus) but study directly the integral. As the function g has positive coeffi- 
cients, we have that 
f~  - ~ \ l l -pe i ° l  ~ ii_pe~O I 
Now l l -pe i ° [=(1-2pcosO+p2)  112 and a lower bound on this will give an upper 
bound on I f (pei°) / f (p)  I 
If we assume that ~t is such that ~/(1-p)--+0, i.e. that om/d--+O, we have that, for 
ct ~< 10l ~< n and for some strictly positive constant a, 
(1 -2p  cos 0+,02) 1/2 ~i (1 --2p cos ~-I- p2) 1/2 ~ (1 --p)(1 +apot2/(1 --t0)2). 
Hence, adjusting a if necessary, 
[1 --p] ~2 
I1 - pe ' °~ ~ 1 -a~ _p)2 '  
and 
I f  (pei°)~] ( :t2 ~P 
S(p) 
This shows that the error term coming from the integral (ll2in)Seh(')dz, for 
z=pe i° and ~ ~< 10l ~<n, is eh(P)O(pe-apd'21(1-v)2). Factoring out the leading term 
eh(p)/x/2nh"(p), we see that the integral far from the saddle point contributes an error 
term O(px/~e-aPril21(1 _p)2), i.e. O(#l/dde -be~2n2/a) (recall that p= 1-pd/n(1  + 0(1))). 
From this and from the error terms of Lemma 2, we find that the saddle point 
approximation holds if we can find some ~ > 0 such that 
~n/ d -+ O, 
YI e_bez2n21d), 0 
o~3 n3 / d2 --*0. 
The third condition implies the first one when d~ + 00, so we are left with the two 
requirements hat o~3n3/d 2 ~0 and that ~2n2/d is of order at least log(n/x/d ) (here 
again, we multiply ~ by a constant factor if desired). For such an ~ to exist, n and 
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d must be such that log(n/x/d)=o(d~/3). If this holds, we then choose 
= (log (n/x/~)) 1/4 d 7/12/n ' and the error terms become 0 ( 1 ). 
When we want to use an approximate saddle point, from Proposition 2 we need an 
estimation of ~(z)=d2/dz2(logg(z))+p/(1-z) z in the vicinity of the saddle point, 
which is close to 1. But for z near 1, ~(z)=p/(1 -z)2(1 +0(1)); hence ~(p)=O(n2/d2). 
Here again the error terms introduced by integrating on a circle of radius p(1 + r/) are 
O(nq 2) and O(n2tl2/d), and they become o ld  for q = o(x/d/n ). Thus we can substitute 
the solution of the equation Af(z) = n/d to the exact saddle point, without changing 
the main term of the approximation. 
7.9. Proof 0/ Proposition 3 
In this section we introduce a function ~ that satisfies Assumption 6~t2 of Section 4. 
To compute l,,d= [Z"] {farO}, we define 
h(z)=dlogf(z)+logtp(z)-(n+ 1)log z. 
The outline of the proof is the same as that of Proposition 1in Section 7.2, and we only 
indicate where it differs. The saddle point p is defined by h'(z)=0, i.e. by the equation 
A f (z) + A~(z)/d-=(n + l )/ d. (12) 
For c~e]0, rt [, we divide the integral in two parts: l,,a=ll +/2; as in Section 7.2, 11 is 
the integral on 10[ ~< ~ and 12 is the integral for :t ~< 10[ ~< n. The value ofh" at the point 
p defined by Eq. (12) is 
h" (p) = d61 (p) + a~, (p). 
The values of 6f(p) and of 6~(p) are strictly positive when the initial functionsfand 
have real positive coefficients; this shows that h"(p) also is strictly positive. The 
integral I1 can then be approximated using Lemma 2 and we obtain again the 
approximation 
eh(P) 
11 ~( l+O( l lh ' " l lp3c~ a ) 
+O( h , , /~2pe (P2/4~2h"(o))+O(e-(P~/4~Zh"tP))). 
As for I2, we have an upper bound 
eh(o) ~ f(peiO) a. O(pei°) dO. 
[121 
The function 0 has positive coefficients and satisfies [0(pei°)l<~10(P)l, hence 
eh(P) f~ f(peiO) d 
ll2l ~-P  ~101~ dO. 
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Now Lemma 3 can be applied to the integral on the right-hand side; this gives an 
upper bound on 11. Finally, the approximation of 11 and the bound on lz give the 
desired evaluation of l,,d. 
7.10. Proof of Proposition 4 
Following the notations of Section 7.5, we define Po as the solution of h'(z)=0 and 
let p=po(1 +q), with q=o(1). The saddle point Po in Proposition 3 is defined by the 
equation Af(z)+ A qJ(z)/d = (n + 1)/d. What conditions must be satisfied by ~k and r/if 
we want to substitute p for Po in Proposition 3 and still get a valid approximation? 
As was the case for f, we have that ~(p)=[Ijgj(p) d~ and that, for each j, 
gj(p)dj=gj(po)dJexp(djrlAgj(po)+O(djflj(po)qZp2)), 
with flj(z)=dZ(logg~)/dz z. Hence 
t~ (p )= ~ (po )e~(Po) + ~O(djl~j(Po)~2 P ) .
We recall (see Section 7.5) that p"+l=p~+~e(~+l)~+°(~l and that 
f(p)d =f(Po )ded~Af(P°)+O(d II/~II,~P~). By definition of Po, ddf(po) + d~ (Po)- (n + 1) = 0 
and we have that 
f(p)d~(p) 
pn+ l ~ 
f(po)d~(po) 
P~+ ' ~ P o  ) 
× ( l + O ( d Jl fl ll p~2) + O(ml2) + Z O(dj ll fli ll tl2 p~) + o(1) ). 
J 
7.11. Proof of Theorem 8
We recall that Theorem 8 gives an approximation of [Z"]{fd(z)~(Z)} when 
n = ®(d). We do not give a detailed proof of Theorem 8, but instead indicate the main 
points where it differs from the proof of Theorem 4, which is very similar. The main 
difference is that the saddle point belongs to a fixed and finite interval [Pl,  P2] with 
Pl > 0. We define 
P 
h(z)=dlogf(z)+ ~ djloggj(z)-(n+ 1)logz. 
j= l  
The real positive solution p of the equation h'(z) is again unique. As 
h"(p)=d6f(p)+ZjO(dj) and as the function 6f(z) takes strictly positive values for 
real positive arguments, we can check that h"(p)=®(d). Similarly, h" is of order 
d around p. Hence Lemma 2 holds with error terms 
O (~ 2 ~//d e -Cd~2) + O(dc~ 3) + O(e -Cd~Z). 
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Simplifying, we see that the conditions for these error terms to be o(1) are that 
d~2--~ +,;C and that dc~3--*0. Lemma 3 can be easily modified with the following 
remark: by Assumption d2 ,  the function O(z)=lqj,q~J(z) has positive coefficients, 
hence [tp(pei°)l/O(p) ~< 1. Then the result of Lemma 3 applies with a factor Cp=®(1); 
hence we get from its error term the condition that x/de-C,J~:--.0. Putting all this 
together, we see that choosing e = log n/x/n gives the theorem. 
7.12. Proof of Theorem 9 
In this part, we deal with the case n,d~+oc and n=o(d).  The proof out- 
line should now be familiar to the reader and we shall limit ourself to the 
main points. We shall first prove that the saddle point approximation holds 
when choosing for radius of the integration circle the exact saddle point Po, which is 
the solution of the equation Af(z) + A O/d = (n + 1)/d. Then we shall use Proposition 
4 to show that we can use the solution of the approximate equation Af(z) = n/d instead 
of Po. 
The exact saddle point Po is defined by the equation 
1~-, n+l  Ay(z)+~ djAq~(z)= 
j=l 
When z-*0, all the terms Af(z) and A,qj(z) are O(z), and Po, the real positive solution 
of this equation, is close to the solution of the equation Af(z)=(n+ 1)/d as soon as 
each dj is o(d). Hence Po is equal to fo(n+l)/(fld)(l+o(1)), and we have that 
2 LH Po'~ (pg)=n(1 +0(1)). Proposition 3 holds; its last three error terms simplify into 
O (x/n e ,,~2). As was the case in the proof of Theorem 4, 11 h'" i[ is of order ® (d3/n 2) 
around the saddle point, and p~llh'"l!=®(n); hence O(11h'"llp3~3)=O(n~3). As 
before, we choose ~ = log n/,,/n; then n~ 3 ~ 0 and n:~Z/log n--* + ~ ; the error terms in 
the approximate xpression of I,.a are o(1) and we get that 
[z"] { f(z) a ~9(z) }-f(P°)a tp (po) (1 + o (1)). 
p ~ xf  2rtn 
We now study when this approximation holds for a simpler saddle point 
p=po(1 +q), defined by the approximate equation Af(z)=n/d. From Proposition 4, 
and taking into account the fact that Po is of order n/d, we have to verify that 
nq2=o(1), that fl(po)nZq2/d=o(1) and that, for each j, djflj(po)nZtlZ/d 2 =o(1). When 
dj <~ d for all j, fl(Po) and all the flj(Po) have order O(1) and the former conditions 
collapse into nr/2=o(l); hence we have to check that q=o(1/x/n). But we have 
that Af(p)=Af(po)+Poq(Af)'(z) for some z close to Po, and that, for each j, 
Agj(p)=O(po). Hence Af(p)+ A~(p)=Af(po)+ Poq(Af)'(z)+ ~l ~j<~ O(podj/d). 
This shows that q=O(l/n)+ZjO(dj/d). Thus the substitution of p for Po is valid if 
and only if, for each], dj=o(d/,/n). 
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7.13. Proof~ of Corollaries 2 and 3 
Case where n = o (x/d): We shall further simplify Theorems 4 and 9 when n = o(x/d). 
We recall that, for n = o (d), Af(z)= OCl/fo)z + O(z 2), and that the (approximate) saddle 
point is p=fon/(fld)(l+O(n/d)). Hence p"=(fon/(fxd))a(l+O(nZ/d)+O(1/n)), 
f(P) =fo (1 + n/d + O(n2/d2)) andf(p) a =f~ e"(1 + O (n2/d)). When n = o(x/d ), the error 
terms are o(1) and we get 
[z"] {fa(z)} = 2x//~ (1 +o(1)). 
Extension when n # o(x/d) but n = o(d2/3): We first improve on the approximation 
of the saddle point: Af(z)=fxz/fo'(1 +(2fz/fl--fl/fo)z+O(z2)). The solution p of 
Af(z)= n/d is then 
fon(,  . f ,  ~fof2 n n z 
and we have 
n 2 
The approximate value of p also gives 
hence 
n 2 
,~, ,d rd n f f l  fof2, ) ( l+O n3 
Putting all this together, and assuming that n =0(d2/3), we get 
If there is a factor 0: In this case, we merely have to see that 0@)=0(0)(1 +o(1)). 
This comes from 
~(p,=q l (O) ( l+O(p j~ ld j ) )=( l+O(n j~ 1 dj/d)). 
As long as each d i is o(d/n), the error term is o(1) and 
O(p)=O(0) ( l+O(p  ~ ))=0(0)(1+o(1)).  
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